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Abstract--This paper deals with an iterative algorithm for domain decomposition applied to 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We are interested in the numerical solution of the following semilinear parabolic problem: 
k~X 2 + Oy 2 ] Ot -- f (P '  t, u), P = (x, y), 
(P,t) E ~ x (0, T], ~t-- {P :  0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1}, (1) 
0/ 
fu(P, t ,u)  >_ d = const > 0, (P,t ,u) E ~ x (0,T] x ( -~ ,+c~) ,  fu = 0--u' 
where # is a positive parameter. The initial-boundary conditions are defined by 
u(P,t) = g(P,t), (P,t) • O~ x (O,T], u(P,O) = u°(P), P • •; 
here 0~ is the boundary of ~. The functions f (P,  t, u), g(P, t) and u°(P) are sufficiently smooth. 
Under suitable continuity and compatibility conditions on the data, a unique solution u(P, t) of (1) 
exists (see [1] for details). For # << 1, problem (1) is singularly perturbed and has boundary 
layers near 012 x (0, T] (see, for example, [2]). 
The drawback of pure explicit schemes for solving singularly perturbed parabolic problems is 
a very restrictive constraint on a time step due to the CFL condition [3]. Implicit schemes on 
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special layer-adapted meshes are unconditionally stable and possess a uniform in the perturbation 
parameter convergence (see, for example, [4,5]), .but their drawback is that on each time level, 
linear or nonlinear algebraic systems have to be solved. 
For solving one-dimensional singular perturbation parabolic problems, mixed implicit-explicit 
methods have been proposed in [6,7]. Using the layer-adapted meshes which are dense in boundary 
layers, this approach is based on the implicit scheme inside the layers with the fine meshes and 
on the explicit scheme outside the layers where the mesh is much coarser and the CFL condition 
is easy to satisfy. In the domain decomposition context, the approach from [6,7] is based on the 
natural domain decomposition: the boundary layers in space are localised in subdomains. For 
example, in the one-dimensional case of problem (1), the implicit-explicit method will use three 
subdomains, the two subdomains with the layers and the third one with the smooth region. 
Finite difference domain decomposition algorithms based on a uniform decomposition of the 
computational domain for problem (1) have been constructed in [8]. This uniform decomposition 
guarantees load balancing of a multiprocessor computer, since subdomains inside the boundary 
layers and ones outside them contain the same number of mesh points (unlike the natural de- 
composition, numbers of subdomains inside the layers may be arbitrary). This property is very 
important for implementation f iterative algorithms on parallel computers, ince it avoids loss 
of efficiency due to one processor being idle. 
In this paper, we present a finite difference domain decomposition algorithm for problem (1) 
based on the uniform decomposition and on the implicit-explicit approach. The outline of the 
paper as follows. In Section 2, we consider an undecomposed algorithm which exhibits a uniform 
in a small parameter convergence. In Section 3, we construct and investigate an implicit-explicit 
domain decomposition algorithm on the uniform decomposition of the computational domain, 
where the implicit difference scheme is used inside the layers and the explicit one is applied 
outside them. Numerical experiments are described in Section 4. 
2. UNDECOMPOSED ALGORITHM 
On the set ~ x [0, T] introduce a rectangular mesh ~h × ~,  where ~h = ~hx × ~hu: 
~ha = (Xi, i = 0 , . . . ,  Na; xo = O, XN~ = 1; h~i = X~+l - xi, ha = maxh~i}, 
~hu = (yj, j=O, . . . ,Ny ;  YO =0, YN~ =1; hyj =y j+ l -y j ,  hy=maxhy j} ,  (2) 
~r = {tk = kv, k = O, 1 , . . . ,Nr ,  N~T = T}.  
For a mesh function U(P, t), we use the implicit difference scheme 
#2AU(P , t ) _  (1 ) [U(P , t ) -U(P , t -T ) ]=f (P , t ,U) ,  (P,t) E ~h x ~ r, 
U(P,t) = g(P, t), (P,t) E O~ h x f~r, U(P,O) = u°(P), P E ~h, (3) 
AU(P, t) = AxU(P, t) + AuU(P, t), 
where AaU(P, t) and AuU(P,t) are the second-order central difference approximations to the 
second derivatives usa and uuu, respectively, 
ia~.)~ .k. (hxi) -1 [(Ut+l, j - U k )  (hx i ) - I  _ _ (uk  k -1] = -- U;-1,j) (ha,i-l) ]i~i -- 2-1(ha i-1 "~- hxi), 
Z 3 ' 
U k (hyj_l) -1] , ---- 2-1(hvj_l  huj), + AYuk  -~ (hyJ) -1 [( ¢,j+l - uk )  (hyJ) -1 _ (U  k _ k 
where U~ = U(xi, yj, tk). Now introduce a special nonuniform mesh adapted to the singularly 
perturbed behaviour of the exact solution [4]. 
This mesh in the x-direction is formed by dividing the interval [0, 1] into the three parts 
[0, a] ,  [o', 1 - o'], [1 - o', 1], 
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where 
with any positive constant ~ independent of #. Assuming that N is divisible by 4, we use 
equidistant meshes on each of these intervals, with 1 + N/4 points in each of [0, a] and [1 - a, 1], 
and 1 + N/2 points in [a, 1 - a]. This defines a piecewise quidistant mesh condensed in the 
boundary layers, and the number of mesh points inside the boundary layers is equal to the 
number of mesh points outside the layers. 
More explicitly, we introduce 
~hx = {0 :XO < Xl  < ' ' "  < XN o < ' ' "  < XN-N.  < ' ' "  < XN = 1} 
with N,  = N/4, xg,  = a, XN-N, = 1 - a, and 
hxi = h, = 4aN -1, 
hz~ = h = 2(1 - 2a)N -1, 
i=O, . . . ,N , -  I ,N -  N , , . . . ,N -1 ,  
i=  N , , . . . ,N -  N~,-1. 
(4a) 
If a = 1/4, then N-* is very small relative to #. This is unlikely in practice and in this case the 
difference scheme (3) can be analysed using standard techniques. We therefore assume that 
a = ~# In N, 
and we have 
h ,  = 4a#N -1 In N, N -1 < h < 2N-1. (4b) 
The piecewise quidistant mesh ~hy is defined analogously, using the same number of mesh 
points N in the y-direction. Thus, on each time level tk, the total number of mesh points is equal 
to (N + 1) 2. 
In the following theorem we give a convergence property of the difference scheme (3),(4). 
THEOREM 1. Let U(P,t) be the solution to problem (1). Then the difference scheme (3) on the 
piecewise quidistant mesh (2),(4) converges #-uniformly to the solution of (1): 
max [u(P,t)-U(P,t)[ <_ C(N-11nN+r) ,  
(P,t)6~ h x ~ 
where constant C is independent of #, N and r. 
The proof of the theorem can be found in [4]. 
3. DOMAIN DECOMPOSIT ION ALGORITHM 
We decompose the original domain into nonoverlapping subdomains and consider a domain 
decomposition algorithm based on the implicit time approximation i side the boundary layers 
and on an implicit-explicit time approximation outside the boundary layers. 
3.1. Statement of Domain Decomposition Algor i thm 
Introduce decomposition of the domain ~ into M + 1 nonoverlapping subdomains (vertical 
strips) ~m, m = 1 , . . . ,M  + 1: 
nm=(Xm- l ,xm)  x(O, 1), f imNfi,~+l=F,~, Fm={P:x=xm,  O<_y<l} ,  
where x0 = 0, x M ----- 1. Thus, the boundary of nm can be written as 
Ohm = r ° u rm_~ u rm,  r ° = 0n  n Ohm. 
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X~_lT ~',,,-1 t x~-I xbT w~ T x~ 
Figure 1. 
Additionally, we consider M interfacial subdomains win, m = 1, . . . ,  M: 
b e 
O)m=(Xb,xe)×(0 ,1) ,  0~m_l N 0Jrn ---- 0 , Xrn<Xrn<Xm,  m=l ,2 , . . . ,M ,  
{ b } 0< <1},  0 = P :x=xm,  O<y<_ l  , ~ /em={P:X=Xm,  _y_  %n=Ol2nOwm.  
Figure 1 illustrates the decomposition i the x-direction. 
On l~m, m = 1, . . . ,  M 4. 1 and win,- m = 1, . . . ,  M we introduce meshes ~h m = ~,n-hz X ~hu 
and ~h = ~hx X l~ h~, respectively. For simplicity, assume that N is divisible by 4M and 
M by 2. The boundary layers [0, a] and [1 - a, 1] in the x-direction are divided into M* = M/2 
equal subdomains, uch that each of these subdomains contains the same number of mesh points 
(2I + 1) (g  + 1), I = N / (4M) :  
-hx .. , = 2(m -- 1)huI ,  m = 1, , M* ,  E2 m ={xm~=Xm-t+ih~,  i=0 ,1 , .  ,2I} Xm-t -.- 
Xm-t  = (1 -- a) +2(m- -  M* - 2) h~I, m = M* +2, . . . ,M  + 1, (5a) 
12M.+l = XM°+t,~ = a 4- ih,  i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  , 
-hz lies outside the boundary layers in the x-direction. We choose M where the subdomaln 12M.+l 
interfacial subdomalns in the following forms: 
-hx {x .~ b . . . .  ,2 I~},  zm = z . .  - h . I~ ,  w m = = x m +ih~,  i O, 1, b 
m = 1 , . . . ,M*  - 1, M*  + 2 , . . . ,M ;  
-hx = {XM. , ,  = xbM • + ih~,, i = O, 1, I~; XM*, ,  = a + ih, i = I~ + 1, 2I~} (5b) OJM. • . . ,  • . . ,  , 
WM.+ = {XM.+t , ,  = xb .+t  + ih, i = O, 1, . .  . . . . ,  I~; XM.+t , ,  = a + ih , ,  i = I~ + 1, ,2I~} , 
xb .  = a -- h , I~ ,  xb.+t  = (1 -- a)  -- hI~. 
Here the interfacial subdomains -hx w m , m = 1, . . . ,  M contain the same number of mesh point 
2I~ + 1, and the centre of the discrete interval ~hx is located at xm. We suppose 1 < I~ _< I, 
such that win-1 N Wm= 0, m = 2 , . . . ,  M .  
REMARK 1. In the context of parallel computing, the domain decomposition (the uniform one) (5) 
guarantees load balancing of a multiprocessor computer, since subdomains ~h,  m = 1 , . . . ,  M*, 
M* 4--2,..., M4,1 and ~h,  m = 1, . . . ,  M contain the same number of mesh points (214,1)(N+ 1) 
and (2Ioj 4. 1)(N 4. 1), respectively. Subdomain l~hM.+l ies outside the boundary layers and con- 
tains (N /2  -4- 1)(N 4. 1). 
On each time-level tk, we shall implement no iterative steps of a domain decomposition algo- 
rithm. On subdomains l~ h = ~hx x ~hv, m = 1, . . . ,  M*,M* 4, 2 , . . . ,  M 4, 1 introduce mesh 
functions v~)(P ,  tk) (here n stands for a number of iterative steps, and n = 1 , . . . ,  no) satisfying 
the following implicit difference schemes: 
_ o N f ih ,  (6a)  v(m ") (P, tk) = g (P, tk ) ,  P e Fhm °, F~ - F m 
V~') (P ,  tk) = Y ( ' - l ) (P ,  tk - , ) ,  Per  hm_,o r~, r~ = rmnf~. 
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- h - hx ~hy  we On tiM*+1 ---- f lM'+l X determine the implicit-explicit scheme (the explicit scheme in the 
x-direction and the implicit one in the y-direction) 
#2AxV(P,  tk - l )  Q-/~2AY~)M*+I (P, tk) --T - I  [VM*+I (P ,  tk )  - -  V(P, tk-1)] = f (P, tk-1, V(P, tk-1)) , 
h (P, tk) g(P, tk), P • F~,  (6b) P • ~'~M*+I, VM*+I = 
h VM.+I (P, tk) = V(P, tk-1), P • F h .  U FM.+I. 
-h  We note here that on 12M.+1 problem (6b) is solved only once. On subdomains ~h = ~hx X ~hu, 
m = 1, . . . ,  M, mesh functions z (n) (P, tk) are determined by the implicit difference schemes 
h 
z~)(p, tk)=g(P,  tk), pe~lhO, Z(mn)(p, tk )=v~)(p ,  tk), pe@m b, (6c) 
z (n) (P, tk) = v(mn)l (P, tk), P • 7 he, 
where we use the following notations: 
= ,o  n : n = n 
On the interracial boundaries 7~.  and hb ~/M*+I, the boundary conditions have the forms 
he .(n) (P,  tk )  = VM*-.I-I (P, tk) P • ")'M*+I" "(~) (P,t}) = VM.+t (P,t}) P • 7M., hb *'M* ' *M*+I ' 
The mesh function V (n) (P, tk) is determined in the form 
v~)(P, tk), P • u~ \ (~_~v~) ,  
v (n) (p, tk) = 
where Wo h = wh+t = 0, and 
VM-+l(P, tk), 
Z(g ) (P, tk), 
m = 1 , . . . ,M* ,M*  + 2 , . . . ,M  + 1; 
h h . P • QM*+I \ ( Ogh* U °)M*+I), 
P •~h,m= 1, . . . ,M ,  
(6d) 
V(P, tk)=v(n°)(P, tk), V(°)(P, tk)=V(P,t}_,), khl, V(P,O)=u°(P), P6f l  h. 
Algorithm (6) can be carried out by parallel processing, since on each iterative step ~ prob- 
lems (6a) for v(mn)(P, tk), m = 1,... ,M*,M* + 2,. . .  ,M  + 1 and problems (6c) for z(n)(p, tk), 
m = 1, . . . ,  M can be implemented concurrently. 
3.2. Convergence  of  A lgor i thm (6) 
Now establish convergence properties for algorithm (6). We assume additionally that 
0 < d <_ fu <- D, (P, t, u) E f~ x (0, T] x (-oo, +oo), 
where d and D are constants (compare with (1)). 
On mesh ~.h = ~.hz X ~hy: 
~h.x= {xi, i=O, 1,... ,Nx; Xo=X~,XN; =Xb}, 
where Xa < Xb, and ~hy from (2), consider the following difference problems: 
#2hw(P)  - fl(P)w(P) = f (P) ,  P • ~h, w(P) = w°(P), P • o~h., (7) 
and 
#2ACs(p ) _ &@s(p) = O, p • fib., 
(s) h hs ( I )8(P)=I ,  p•Fhs ,  ~8(p)=0,  P•Of l . \ F  , s=1,2 ,3 ,4 ,  
where fl(P) > fl0 = const > 0, F hs is the s th side of the rectangular mesh ~.h. We suppose that 
r hx ={P:x=x. ;  y=yj, O<j<N~}, rh2={P:x=xb; y=y~, O<j<N~}, 
rh3={P:x=x,,  0 < i  < N;; y=O}, rh4={P:x=x,, 0 <i  < N~; y - - l} .  
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LEMMA 1. II w(P) and (M(P), s = 1,2,3,4 are the solutions to (7) and (8), respectively, then 
we have the following estimates: 
IIF(P)Ila.~ ] 
IIw(P)lln.~ -< max II O(P)llo . , z0 j '  (9a) 
4 [ 4 ] HF(p)Hn.~ P E ~h, (9b) Iw(P)l _< ~ + 1 - ' 
s=l  s----1 
where 
PROOF. 
difference operator (#2A - j3). 
Introduce the function W(P) satisfying the problem 
#2AW(P) - ~oW(P) = -IIF(P)[In.h, 
w(p) = II o(P)llr.., 
W(P) can be written in the form 
Ilw(P)llaa~. - max [w(P)l, IIF(P)IIa.~ - max IF(P)I- 
P~Oflh. Peflh. 
The required estimate (9a) follows immediately from the maximum principle for the 
P E I2 h, 
P E F hs, s = 1,2,3,4. 
4 [4  ] IIF(e)lln~ 
w(p)  = ~ ¢sCp)ilwo(p)llr.. + 1 - E (I)sCP) f~0 
s=l  s= l  
The correctness ofthis estimate can be tested by direct substitution. From a standard comparison 
theorem, it follows that 
-h  Iw(P)l < W(P), P E ~,. 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Introduce the notations 
qb = H(I)l(p ) + ~2(p)11~5~ ' q~ = ]l¢lm+l(p) + ( I )~+l(p)H~ ' 
b e q= max (qm,qm) (10) 
l~rn<M 
where (])Im(P), q)2(p), m = 1, . . . ,  M + 1 are the solutions to (8) with fl0 = T -1 on ~h for s = 1 
and s = 2, respectively. 
On time-level tk, the exact solution to (1) satisfies the difference quation 
#2Au(P,t~) - (1 )5u(P ,  tk)= f (P, tk,u(P, tk))+ R(P, tk,u(P, tk)), P E ~h, (11) 
where the truncation error R is defined by 
R(P, tk,u(P, tk)) = [ -~ ~fu(P, tk) + I(P, tk,u(P, tk)), 
$u(P, tk) = u(P, tk) -- u(P, tk-1). 
LEMMA 2. On the piecew/se quidistant mesh ~h x ~r from (2),(4), the exact solution to (1) 
satisfies the following estimates: 
lu(P, tk) - u(P, tk-1)l <_ Cr; (12a) 
Ou(~tk) (1 )  6u(P, tk) <_CT; (12b) 
lu (P, tk) - 2u (P, tk-1) + u (P, tk-2)l <_ Cr2; (12c) 
[I (P, tk) ,u (P, tk)[ _< C (g  -1 InN + v) ; (12d) 
p2 ih ~ [u(P, tk) -- u(P, tk-1)]l < CT, (12e) 
g2 IA* [u (P, tk) - u (P, tk -  i)]l --< Cr, (12 0 
where constant C is independent of #, N, and r. 
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The proof of estimates (12a)-(12c), (12e), (12f) can be found in [2] and (12d) in [4]. 
We formulate and prove a convergence r sult for algorithm (6). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the time mesh spacing r satisfies the constraint 
h 2 
< (13) -- 2#2 + Dh 2' 
where h is the uniform mesh spacing outside the boundary layers. Then for domain decomposi- 
tion (5), algorithm (6),(4) converges to the solution of (1) with the following rate: 
max lu(P,t)-V(P,t)[  <Co(N-11nN+r+q n°) 
(P,t)ei~ hx~ ~ -- , 
where V(P, t) from (6d), coefficient q E (0, 1) from (10), and here and throughout Ci denotes a
constant independent of#, N, r, and q. 
PROOF. We introduce the mesh functions 
¢~n) (p, t) = v~ ) (P, t) - u(P, t), 
¢M.+l(P,t) = VM*+l (P~t )  -- u (P~t ) ,  
((n) (p, t) = z ('0 (P, t) - u(P, t), 
W(")(P,t) = V(")(P,t) - u(P,t), 
PE -h Dra x fF, m= I , . . . ,M* ,M*  + 2 , . . . ,M  + I, 
P e x f r ,  
(P,t) e t~hxf i  ~, m=l , . . . ,M ,  
(P, t) e fih X i2", 
W (0) (P~tk)  = W (P, tk-1) , V (0) (P ,  tk )  • V(P~tk -1) ,  
w ("°) (P, tk) = w(P ,  tk), v ("°) (v, tk) = v 
where u(P, t) is the exact solution to (1). 
For tk >_ 2r, using (11) on time-level tk-1, we write down the following expression for the exact 
solution to (1): 
#2A~u (P, tk) -- T-I~u (P, tk) : -- [#2Au (P, tk-1) -- T--I~u (P, tk-1) - f (P, tk-t, u) 
+ (p, tk)- r -b . (P ,  tk)]. 
h From here, (6b) and using the mean-value theorem, in domain 12M.+1 we have the following 
difference quation: 
#2AY~M-+I (P, $k) --  T - I~M*+I  (P, tk) = -T -1W (P~ tk-1) --/z2AzW (P, tk-1) 
+ f-M-+~ (P, tk-1) W (P, tk-t) + S [u (P, tk)], 
where f~(P, tk) = fu [P, tk, O~ (P, tk)], 0~ (P, tk) is situated between w(P, tk) and u(P, tk), and we 
denote 
S [u (P, tk)] = r -1 [u (P, tk) - 2u (P, tt~-l) + u (P, tk-2)] -- R (P, tk-t, u) 
- #2A~ [u (P,  tk) - u (P,  tk -1) ]  • 
Considering this difference quation as one-dimensional in the y-direction with boundary condi- 
tions 
h0 
~M*+I  (P, tk) = 0, P E FM.+I, 
and applying the maximum principle (9a) with fl0 = r-1, from (13), the following estimate holds: 
I~M.+I (P, tk)[ <_ (1 -dr)[[W(P,  tk-O[[f~ +rl[S[u(P, tk)][[f~ , Pel2hM.+l W FM.+I.h° 
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From (12b)-(12d), (12f), we conclude 
I I&*+~ (P, t~)lln~,.+, _ IIW (P, tk-1)llCt~ + C1T (N -1 InN + T). 
From (6a), (6c), (11) and using the mean-value theorem, we have 
= -v - lw(P ,  tk-1) - R(P, tk), 
~(") (P, tk) = V ("-x) (P, tk-x) -- u(P, tk), 
P • Oft h, 
#~AC(m n) (P, tk) - [.fz(,,)(P, ta) + 7 "-1] C£ n) (P, ta) 
¢(.,") (P, tk) = ~L,,) (p, t~), 
¢~2+~ (P, tk) = ~u.+~ (P,t~), 
~L n) (P, tk) = ~(mn)l (P~tk) , 
¢(~! (e, tk) = ~M*+I (P, tk), 
¢(") (P, tk) = O, 
P • f~hm, 
m = 1, . . . ,M*,M* +2, . . . ,M+ 1; 
= --r - lW(P,  tk-1) -- R(P, tk), P • Whm, 
P • V hb, M = I , . . . ,M*,M* + 2, . . . ,M,  
P • 7hMb*+l, 
P • 7 he, M = I , . . . ,M* - I,M* + I , . . . ,M,  
P • 7~-, 




Putting n = 1, from (15a) and (9b), for m = 1 , . . . ,  M* ,  M*  + 2 , . . . ,  M + 1 we have 
I~)  (P, tk) < ¢lm(P) l ~(ml) (p, tk) r~_ +02re(P) ~) (P, tk) r~ 
+ [1 - ¢~(P)  - ¢2(p)]  i1W (p, tk-1)llhh + 7-[[R (P, tk)[lo., 
where 0~2(p)are the solutions to (8)on domain l) h for s = 1, 2. Since ~)(P ,  tk) = V(P, tk-1)-? 
u(P, tk), P • Fhm_i O F h, then this inequality follows: 
~) (P, tk) r~ ,.. < IIW (P,t~-l)ll~. + II~u(P, tk)llc~. ,
We get the estimate 
) I <_ E(tk-x,tk) + [¢~(P) + ¢~(P)] lieu (P, th)ll~,, 
z (tk-1, tk) = IIW (P, tk-~)ll~. + T IIR(P, tk)ll~., 
-h  PE~ m, m=I , . . . ,M* ,M*+2, . . . ,M+I .  
6U (t), tk) = U (P, tk) -- U (P, tk-1). 
(16) 
Applying the maximum principle to (15b), it follows that 
m = 1, . . . ,M* - 1,M* + 2, . . . ,M,  
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From here, (14),(16) and using the maximum principle, we conclude the estimate 
W (1) (P, tk) ]~h <- IIW (P' tk-1)[1~ + r HR (P, tk)I[~h + q lieU (P, tk)ll~ + e l f  (N -1 In Y + r ) ,  
where q from (10). Now, using induction, we conclude 
W (n°) (P, tk) t~h < IlW(P, tk-1)ll~. +rlIR(P, tDII~. (17) 
+ q~o lieu (P, tk)ll~ + CIT (N -~ InN + r).  
Since W(n°)(P, tk) = W(P, tk), from (12a), (12b), (12d), for tk > 2r, we derive the estimate 
IIW (P, tk)ll~ <_ IIW(P,r)ll~ + C2T (N-11nN + ~" + q'~°) .
Now we prove that 
IIW(P,T)II~ < CZT (N -1 lug  + T + qno). (18) 
Since V(P,O) = u°(P), P • ~h, from (ll),(6b), it follows that 
1~2AV~M*+I(P,T) -- T--I~M.+I(P,T) = #2AZ [u(P, ~') - u°(P)] - R(P,T,u(P,r)) 
+ [f (P, O, u°(P)) - f (P, r, u(P, r))] p • f~h ' M*+I" 
Using the mean-value theorem, we represent f(P, O, u°(P)) - f(P, T, u(P, T)) in the form 
f (P, O, u°(P)) - f (P, T, u(P, T)) = -f~(P, O) [u(V, T) -- u°(P)] - ft(P, T)T, 
f~(P,o) = f=(P,O,O(P,r)) ,  f t (P , r )  = f t (P, t~,u(P,T)) ,  
0(P, r) lies between u(P, r) and u°(P), and 0 < ~ < r. Considering this difference quation as 
one-dimensional in the y-direction with boundary conditions 
h0 ~M*+I(P,T) = 0, P • FM.+I , 
and applying the maximum principle (ga) with ~0 = r -1, from (12a), (12b), (12d), (12e), the 
following estimate holds: 
H~M.+I(P,T)IIn~.+I < C4r (N -1 lnY + T). 
From here and taking into account that W(P, O) = O, P • ~h, similar to the proof of estimate (17), 
we conclude (18). 
Now we only need to prove that q • (0, 1). Note that functions era(P) = ~lm(P) + ~b2m(P), 
m = 1,. . . ,  M + 1, where ¢~2(p) from (8), are the solutions to the problems 
#2A~rn(P) - 13OCm(P) = O, p • f~h, 
Cm(P)=l ,  p•Fhm_lUFm,h Cm(P)=O, p•chm °, m=2, . . . ,M ,  
~l(P )= l ,  P•r l  h, ~ l (P )=0,  P•F  h°, (19) 
h0 ~M+I(P )  = 1, P • Fh ,  CM+I(P) = 0, P • FM+I, 
where/~o = r -1. Applying the strong maximum principle, we obtain that 
IIq~m(P)ll~5~ < 1, H~m+l(P)][~5~ < 1, m = 1, . . . ,M.  
From here, it follows, that q • ( 0, 1). This proves the theorem. 
where 
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REMARK 2. The stability condition (13) is the well-known CFL condition. When the perturba- 
tion parameter # is small enough compares with the step-size h outside the boundary layers, the 
CFL condition (13) is an acceptable condition. Suppose that # _< h, then choosing r < 1/(2 + D), 
condition (13) will be satisfied. 
Now we estimate coefficient q from Theorem 2. Coefficient q from (10) can be represented in
the form 
q = max {ql, q2}, 
q l=max [qb ,q ,~] , (m=X, . . . ,M  -1 ,M*+2 . . . .  ,M) ;  qM*,qM*+À , (20) 
e b q2 = max {qM., qM'+l },  
where coefficient ql is determined on the interfacial boundaries located inside the boundary layers 
and (/2 on the interfacial boundaries 7~-,  7~*+1 outside the layers. 
On a uniform mesh fl.-hz.. 
~h.x={x i= ih . , i=O,  1 , . . . ,N ; ;XO=Xa,  XN*=Xb},  Xa<Xb,  
consider the following one-dimensional difference problem: 
#2AXe(x) - v0¢(x) = 0, x e n,  hx, 
(21a) 
¢(Xo)=l ,  ¢ (XN: )=I ,  v0=const>0,  
where the difference operator A x from (3). The solution of this problem can be written down in 
the form 
r i-N* + r - i  
¢(x i )  = 1 + r -N:  ' 
THEOREM 3. 
i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,N~,  
r (1 + p) -}- [(1 + p)2 1] 1/2 ttoh2. 
= - -  , f l -  2 /~2.  
Suppose that the time step-size r satisfies the bound 
(21b) 
-r > ~;2N-2 In 2 N. (22) 
Then for coefficient q in Theorem 2, the following estimate holds: 
(_21 lnN_ 
q -< max{ql,q2}, /11 = 2exp T1/2 N ] , 
4~2T 
q2 = h 2 • 
PROOF. Let Cm(x),m = 1 , . . . ,M+ 1 be the solutions of (21a)on [Xm-l,Xm] with v0 = T - I .  
From the maximum principle, we conclude that 
-h  O < ¢m(P)  < Cm(X), p= (x,y) e ~ m, m=l , . . . ,M+l ,  (23) 
where @re(P) is the solution to (19). 
We now estimate ql from (20). From (5a), meshes ~h,  m = 1 . . . .  , M*, M* + 2 , . . . ,  M + 1 are 
uniform in the x-direction with the mesh spacing h~. Using (21b) with Vo = T - t ,  N* = N/ (2M) ,  
it follows that 
6 = ri-l  + rT(r -1") 
- .. . r .  = (1 +, . )+ 1] 
1 +r l  -~'rr 
m = 2 , . . . ,M*  - 1,M* + 2 , . . . ,M-  1, 
, Pl = 2~2T. 
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Now, from here (10), (20), and (23), it follows that 
ql _< 41. 
Taking into account hat 1 < I~ < I = N/ (4M) ,  we get 
Since rl > 1 + (2pl) 1/2, it follows that 
2r-~ l~ 
1 + r l  N/2M" 
4~ __ 2 exp (--lw In (I -l-- (2pl)112)) . 
By assumption (22), we conclude that (2pl) 1/2 (_ 1, and ln(1 + (2pl) 1/2) ~ (2pl)1/2/2. 
here, we get the estimate 
( 2I~ In N'~ 
ql S ql S 2exp ( - I~  (2-1p) 1/2) = 2exp T,/2 N ] .  
Thus, we have proved that 
ql _< ql- 
Similar to the above consideration, from (21b) with v = r -1, N* = N/2, we conclude that 
= 42, oM.+,  = 42, 
42 1 + r~ N/2 ' r2 = (1 + P2) + (1 + p2) 2 - lj , p2 = 2~2r, 
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then from Theorem 2, we conclude that algorithm (6),(4) on domain decomposition (5) converges 
g-uniformly with the rate O(N -1 In N + v). 
Assume that domain decomposition (5) has the maximal size of the interfaciai subdomains 
I~ = I = N/ (4M) .  To fulfill the above constraint, sufficiently, that the number of subdomains M 
satisfies the inequality 
lnN 
M< 
- (In2 +, ,o l I  In -l)" 
(~1) n° < T, 
This proves the estimate for q2. 
REMARK 3. If # < N -1, then from Theorem 3 follows that q2 = O(r). Since ql,q2 are now 
bounded uniformly with respect o ~, from Theorem 2, we conclude that algorithm (6),(4) on 
domain decomposition (5) converges p-uniformly. 
If additionally ql in Theorem 3 satisfies the inequality 
4#2T 
42 -< 2r21 ~_ 2p 21 = h 2 
-h where h is the uniform step-size for domain ~'~M*+I located outside the boundary layers in the 
x-direction. Since q2 -- q2 and I~ > 1, we get 
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4. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
Consider problem (1), where f(P, t, u) -- 1 - exp(-u) ,  g(P, t) -- 1 and u°(P) = O. 
On each time-level, the nonlinear algebraic system (3) (the undecomposed algorithm) is solved 
by the Newton iterative method with the stopping criterion 
max U (nq'l) (P ,  tk )  -- U (n) (P,  tk_ l  ) ~_~ 5, 
pE• h 
where the initial guess U(°)(P, tk) is the solution from the previous time-level tk-1, and 5 is a 
prescribed accuracy of the iterative method. We suppose that 5 = 10 -1 max{(ln N/N); T}. The 
linear algebraic systems on each Newton iterate are solved by ICCG method with an accuracy of 
10-16. If # _< 10 -2, Nt~ _> 16, and r < 10 -1, then for the undecomposed algorithm the number 
of the Newton iterations on each time-level tk is independent of #, N, and T and equal 2. 
On each time-level, we implement no iterates of the domain decomposition algorithm (6),(4) 
on domain decomposition (5) and the nonlinear algebraic systems at each iterate are solved by 
the one-step Newton method. The stopping criterion is chosen in the form 
max V (n°) (P, tk) -- U (P, tk) <_ 5, 
PEfl  h 
where U(P, tk) is the solution of the undecomposed algorithm at time- level tk, and as the initial 
guess for V(°)(P, tk), we choose the solution V(n°)(P, tk_l) from the previous time-level. Linear 
algebraic systems at the Newton iterate are solved by ICCG method. 
In Table 1, at T = 5" 10 -2, T = 5" 10 -1 and for various numbers of N u and M, we give average 
numbers of iterations no for the domain decomposition algorithm with the maximal size of the 
interfacial subdomalns 2I~ + 1, I~ = N/(4M). Our numerical results show, that if # < 10 -2, 
then for N u and M fixed, these numbers are independent of #. The uniform convergent results 
for algorithm (6),(4) confirm Theorem 3 and Remark 3. For M fixed, the average number of 
iterations no is a monotone decreasing function with respect o the number of mesh points Nu. 
These experimental results are in agreement with the estimates from Theorem 3 and Remark 3. 
For 2I~ = N/(2M), the bound on ~ has the form 
lnN 
= 2exp . 2T1/2M ] , 
and hence, 4 is a decreasing function of N~ (N i, = N/4). 
Table 1. Average numbers of iterations no. 
M no 
2 2 2 2 2 
4 2 2 2 2 
8 3 2.6 2 2 
16 5.8 4.2 3.4 3 
N, 16 32 64 128 
In Table 2, for N~ = 32, we present average numbers of iterations no 1, no 2 at T = 5 • 10 -2 and 
T = 10 -2, respectively. Here an '*' means that I~ > I = (2N~)/M. The final time T -- 5 .10  -1, 
such that at T ---- 5. 10 -2 and T ---- 10 -2 time-levels required are equal to 10 and 50, respectively. 
For # <_ 10 -2, these numerical results are independent of the perturbation parameter. From the 
data in Table 2, it follows that the average number of iterations no is an increasing function with 
respect o the time mesh spacing T. For M fixed, no as a function of the size of the interfacial 
Table 2. 
N~, =32. 
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Average numbers of iterations n~, n~ for • = 5. 10 -2, r = 10 -2 and 
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M nol; n2o 
2 2; 2 2; 2 
4 2.8; 2.2 2; 2 
8 5.6; 3.3 3; 2.3 
16 8.2; 3.9 4.2; 2.8 
I~ 1 2 
2; 2 2; 2 
2; 2 2; 2 
2.9; 2 2.6; 2 
*; * *; * 
3 4 
subdomains Iw is a monotone decreasing function, and this function varies very quickly for small 
values of Iw. This experimental fact can be explained from the convergent results in Theorem 3 
and Remark 3, since for N and M fixed, q of Iw is exponentially decreasing function. A remarkable 
feature of algorithm (6),(4) is that  the algorithm with few iterations on each time-level and small 
sizes of the interfacial subdomains maintains a stable approximation. 
Thus, from the numerical results, we conclude that  the domain decomposit ion algorithm (6),(4) 
on domain decomposit ion (5) is effective for solving the singularly perturbed parabolic prob- 
lem (1), since it requires few iterations on each time-level and sufficiently small interfacial sub- 
domains. 
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